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Abstract
As described by Zipf’s law, vast proportions of words in most natural languages occur
very infrequently, meaning that in a statistical learning framework these words would be
poorly modelled for any given corpus of practical, finite size. This is known as the rare
word problem.
This is often worsened by the implementation of neural networks, since neural networks
make use of softmax functions in the output layer. Evaluating these functions for each
word in the vocabulary becomes computationally expensive in both training and runtime, as the normalisation constant is a summation of exponentials in the order O(|V|),
where V is the output vocabulary. A simple method to counteract this is to label rare
and infrequent words in the training corpus as an unknown word token, thereby limiting
the size of the vocabulary.
Nevertheless, doing so only worsens the fact that, for a given translation corpus, the
vocabulary may not include all words in the natural languages involved. This is an issue
in agglutinative languages, where unseen, legitimate words can be formed from known
constituent words, making them difficult to model. This is known as the unknown word
problem.
We attempt to implement LSTM recurrent neural network language models based on
Zaremba et al. (2014) for rescoring in the Syntactical-Guided Neural Machine Translation system by Stahlberg et al. (2016). Further, we compare methods to compress the
vocabulary of a language through certain coding schemes, in order to reduce the impact
of the computationally expensive softmax layer, and investigate there are better ways to
represent natural language in neural network structures other than using tokens on the
word level. Previous work have focused on word encodings for end-to-end translation
systems, while we primarily focus on the more general application of language modelling.
We implement byte-pair encoding, Hu↵man coding and character decomposition, and
compare their performance in a SMT setting to a truncated vocabulary that is standard
for neural network language models. We find that BPE is better than character-level
decomposition as it is more efficient, especially for the most frequent words, and it gives
higher BLEU scores than Hu↵man coding and is able to decompose new words in the
language. We also show that by using byte-pair encoding we can improve the BLEU
score performance for SMT systems over that of a truncated vocabulary, investigating
whether this is due to the efficient decomposition or the enlarged vocabulary.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This dissertation concerns itself with the implementation of neural network language
models in a statistical machine translation (SMT) setting, as well as the challenges posed
by working with neural networks, namely the “unknown word problem” and the “rare
word problem” (Barber and Botev (2016); Jean et al. (2015); Luong et al. (2014)).
We attempt to implement variants of LSTM recurrent neural network language models
based on Zaremba et al. (2014) for rescoring in the Syntactical-Guided Neural Machine
Translation system by Stahlberg et al. (2016). Further, we compare methods to compress
the vocabulary of a language through certain coding schemes and investigate whether
there are better ways to represent natural language in neural network structures other
than using tokens on the word level. Previous work (Chitnis and DeNero (2015); Sennrich
et al. (2015)) have focused on word encodings for end-to-end translation systems, while
we primarily focus on the more general application of language modelling.

1.1

Statistical machine translation

Statistical machine translation (SMT) systems are designed to automatically translate one
natural language to another without human intervention. They are designed to utilise
statistical patterns in existing parallel training texts to predict the translation of new
inputs to the system.
Chiang (2007) proposed one of the standards of modern machine translation in the form of
hierarchical phrase-based models. These systems utilise synchronous probabilistic context
free grammars to construct translation models from parallelised text. Often times, one
could take the one-best outputs produced by these systems, or word lattices could be
produced from them so that further feature scores could be used to rescore the lattice in
order to produce better results.
1

Recent interest in neural networks has led to their application in statistical machine translation problems; many have used neural networks for tasks such as language modelling
(Mikolov (2012); Vaswani et al. (2013); Devlin et al. (2014)), while more recently interests gathered around end-to-end translation systems that replace standard systems with
neural networks (Sutskever et al. (2014); Bahdanau et al. (2015)).
Nonetheless, whereas neural networks structures have been successfully applied to problems such as speech recognition (Hinton et al. (2012); Dahl et al. (2012)) and language
modelling in general (Bengio et al. (2006); Jozefowicz et al. (2016)), many of the problems
associated with existing machine translation systems have not been directly addressed by
the implementation of neural networks.

1.2

Rare word problem

As described by Zipf’s law (Zipf (2016)), vast proportions of words in most natural languages occur very infrequently, meaning that in a statistical learning framework these
words would be poorly modelled for any given corpus of practical, finite size. This is
known as the rare word problem.
This is often worsened by the implementation of neural networks, since neural networks
make use of softmax functions (eq. 1.1) in the output layer. Evaluating these functions for
each word in the vocabulary becomes computationally expensive in both training and runtime, as the normalisation constant is a summation of exponentials in the order O(|V|),
where V is the output vocabulary.
↵i = P

exp hwl,i , hl 1 i
i0 2I exp hwl,i0 , hl 1 i

(1.1)

A simple method to counteract this is to label rare and infrequent words in the training
corpus as an unknown word token (typically <UNK>), thereby limiting the size of the
vocabulary and allow us to build more robust systems for the most frequent K << |V|
words in the vocabulary. This also means we can significantly increase the speed of
training and evaluation of neural networks by keeping the complexity to O(K).

1.3

Unknown word problem

Nevertheless, doing so only worsens the fact that, for a given translation corpus, the vocabulary may not include all words in the natural languages involved. Lack of specific
information for a given word in the source language could mean that significant information for the output is lost and reduce the robustness of the system. This is an issue in
agglutinative languages or languages with large numbers of compounds, since previously
2

unseen, legitimate words can be formed from known constituent words, impeding the
performance of the translation system. This is known as the unknown word problem.
This is especially a problem for neural network end-to-end systems, where the vocabulary
is constrained. However, if neural networks are only used for scoring in a language model
setting in conjunction with syntactic translation system, this becomes less of an issue,
as syntactic translation systems generally have much larger vocabulary capacities, since
they are not tied to a output softmax function as neural networks are.

1.4

Contribution of the dissertation

The contribution of this dissertation is two-fold:
• We implement a target side RNN language model based on Zaremba et al. (2014)
using TensorFlow (Abadi et al. (2016)) in the framework established by Stahlberg
et al. (2016), and thereby allowing lattice rescoring in conjunction with Hiero scores.
• We perform word encodings such as those described by Sennrich et al. (2015) and
Chitnis and DeNero (2015) in a language model setting, using these language models to rescore lattices and investigate the e↵ect of these encodings on the BLEU
score. The encoding can be performed either on-line during rescoring or through
transforming word lattices into subword lattices.

1.5

Organisation of the thesis

In Chapter 2, we review the basics of neural networks and classical language modelling,
and how the former can be used for language modelling. We also discuss the construction
of statistical machine translation systems, where we look at the makeup of syntax-based
machine translation, as well as how neural networks are used to undertake the task. In
Chapter 3, we summarise existing methods for large vocabulary language modelling and
SMT tasks through neural network structures and compare their respective performances.
We detail and investigate the ways in which we perform vocabulary compression or word
decompositions in Chapter 4. We then describe our SMT experiments and report their
results in Chapter 5.

3
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Chapter 2
Background
In this chapter, we provide the background for the technologies involved in statistical
language modelling and machine translation systems. We describe classical approaches
to both of these topics as well as how neural networks can be used to perform these
tasks. Significant parts of language modelling are described in further detail in Jurafsky
and Martin (2014), while Bishop (2006) provide detailed descriptions for the workings of
neural networks.

2.1

Language modelling

Language modelling is the process of obtaining the overall probabilities of word sequences.
These probabilities are generally approximated from an existing corpus of data during a
training process, while in decoding the language model (LM) would estimate the probability of words.
To model the joint probability of a sentence P (x1 , x2 , . . . , xS ), we split this into:
P (x1 , x2 , . . . , xS ) =
=

S
Y
i=1
S
Y
i=1

P (xi |xi 1 , xi 2 , . . . , x1 )

(2.1)

P (xi |h)

(2.2)

Thus we aim to find the posterior probability - P (xi |h) - where xi is the event of word
x occurring at position i and h is a history vector of the information provided by the
previous words. As such, we aim to maximise the joint probability of valid sentences in a
natural language, and lower them if they’re not.
Generally, language models are evaluated through the perplexity score (equation 2.3) for a
test or evaluation dataset. The perplexity is essentially the distance between a predicted
5

word distribution and the expected distribution measured by the cross-entropy between
them. This means better, more generalising language models have lower perplexities (i.e.
higher overall posterior probabilities) on evaluation and test datasets.
P erp = 2H
X
s.t. H =
P (wi |h) log2 P̂ (wi |h)

(2.3)
(2.4)

i

Where P (wi |h) is the empirical distribution of the test set, and P̂ (wi |h) is the predicted
model distribution.

2.1.1

N-gram language models

Kneser and Ney (1995) describes the back-o↵ N-gram language models commonly used
today. The model consists of two components: an N-gram language model, where the
history vector is represented as the prior N words before position i, and a back-o↵ component, which retrieves probabilities from the N 1-gram probabilities. They are then
P
balanced to a discounting factor such that i2V P (xi |h) = 1. The following equation
represents the maximum-likelihood probability estimate for an N-gram language model,
where h ⌘ xi1 1 , where C is a frequency threshold below which the back-o↵ mechanism
takes e↵ect.
P (xi |h) = P (xi |xi 1 , xi 2 , . . . , x1 )

(2.5)

' P (xi |xi 1 , xi 2 , . . . , xi N )
8
<d(f ) f (xi \xi 1 \xi 2 \···\xi N )
f (xi 1 \xi 2 \···\xi N )
s.t. P (xi |h) =
:↵(x )P (x |x , x , . . . , x

(2.6)

i

i

i 1

i 2

if f
i N +1 )

C

(2.7)

otherwise

While it is preferable to use higher orders of N -grams to obtain more accurate estimates
to exploit the history, the “curse of dimensionality” means that for a given vocabulary
V, the size of the language model increase in the order of O(V N ) for complete sets of N grams. Further, the training data also needs to increase in the same order of magnitude
to make sure di↵erent N -grams occur frequently enough to obtain accurate estimations,
and it also increases the computation load for retrieving these N -gram estimations. This
is particularly a problem in the setting of large vocabulary translation tasks. Modern
methods to work around the problem involve using distributed systems to store N-gram
LMs, such as those proposed in Brants et al. (2007); Heafield et al. (2013).
6

2.1.2

Neural network language models

Artificial neural networks are a family of discriminative, non-linear models that use error
back-propagation as training procedure to approximate functions. The most common
models used today are feed-forward multilayer perceptrons (figure 2.1).
Input
layer

Hidden
layer

Hidden
layer

Output
layer

Input #1

Output #1

Input #2

Output #2

Input #3

Output #3
Figure 2.1: A neural network with two hidden layers

Generally a multilayer neural network consists of a set of inputs, several layers of hidden
nodes and an output layer. For transitions from one layer to the next, each arc is weighted
according to a weight matrix W(k) . The sink nodes then gather their weighted inputs
and apply some non-linear function and outputs to the next layer. In this way, the set of
inputs x of hidden layer k, out of K layers in total, are calculated:
x(k) = f (z(k) )
s.t. z(k) = W(k) x(k

(2.8)
1)

+ b(k)

(2.9)

Where f () is the activation function (typically tanh, ReLU, sigmoids or softmax) and b(k)
is a set of bias o↵sets for layer k.
Feed-forward neural networks are generally trained for their function approximations using
error back-propagation (Rumelhart et al. (1986)). This is done by finding the error E in
the output layers through some measure, and calculating the error gradient with respect
to each of the layers. This process is called back propagation because the error gradient
at a specific layer k is dependent on layer k + 1. Equation 2.10 shows the error calculated
as the cross-entropy (i.e. the log-perplexity in language modelling), for training inputs of
x1 , . . . , xN , outputs y1 , . . . , yN and targets t1 , . . . , tN , and an output layer of |V| classes.
A description of error back-propagation can be found in Appendix A.1
E=

N
XX

(tn,i log(yi (xn )) + (1

i2V n=1

7

tn,i ) log(1

yi (xn )))

(2.10)

Feed-forward neural network language models
Bengio et al. (2006) describes a competitive example of using neural networks as probabilistic language models. A standard feed-forward neural network language model is set
up similar to fig. 2.1, where the output layer activation function is that of the softmax
(eq. 1.1), such that the ith output node represents the posterior probability of the ith
word P (wi |h). This means our distribution for target word j would be in the form of
one-hot encoding:
8
<1 i = j
Ptj (wi |h) =
:0 otherwise

(2.11)

Bengio et al. (2006) proposes that, instead of feeding in the word context using one-hot
encoding, directly into the first hidden layer, there would be an intermediate layer, where
each word in the input vocabulary V would be represented by a distributed vector c 2 Rk ,
where k is the fixed dimensionality of the vector. The entire mapping of the vocabulary
can be represented as a matrix C 2 R|V|,k , and the vector representations can be learnt
through the error back-propagation like most neural network layers.
Nevertheless, as we have described in section 1.2, since we use the one-hot encoding in the
output layer, this means the complexity of the output layer softmax function scales with
the size of the vocabulary. While we can often compare the “logits” (the inner product
hwl,i , hl 1 i) of the softmax function during decoding, thereby sparing exponential and
reduced sum operation. This cannot be avoided during training, since the calculation of
the error gradient requires all of the posterior probabilities in the output layer.
Devlin et al. (2014) also describe a feed-forward neural network “joint model”, which is
a language model taking in the source language into its context. The model takes, for
the ith target word, in the input a context formed of the ith word in the source sentence,
the ±m words and the prior n words in the target language, all of which are encoded in
some trained vector representation. As such, the system resembles that of a (n + m)-gram
language model. This is particularly beneficial in a neural network settings, since if we
take values of n and m to be 4 and 11 respectively, a 15-gram language model would be
far too sparse to be trained through Kneser-Ney models, whereas neural network based
models can be more easily trained to do this.
Recurrent neural network language models
Recurrent neural networks (fig. 2.2) add the concept of recursiveness and dynamism to
the neural network architecture by using recurrent hidden layers. The simplest method
to do this is to feed the output of a recurrent hidden layer from the previous time step
8

back into its input in the current step (Rumelhart et al. (1986)).

Input layer

Hidden layer Output layer

Figure 2.2: Simple recurrent neural network

This recursive structure intends to utilise information from previous inputs for the output
of the current step in the shape of the history vector. Such a structure is particularly
useful since context is no longer needed in the input, as the history vector should be able
to be trained to preserve the necessary, useful information from the previous inputs.
However, the recursiveness means the recurrent hidden layers can not be trained using simple error back-propagation, since the history vector would go back into itself. Because of
this, recurrent neural networks are generally trained using error back-propagation through
time (Robinson (1989); Werbos (1990)), where the recurrent neural network is modeled
as an unfolded version of itself and is trained in a similar way to a feed-forward neural network using back-propagation. The unfolded structure is shown in Fig. 2.3. Here
the weight adjustments would be done as an average of the error gradients of the same
weights. As such, the further the unfolded length, the longer the neural network would
be trained to remember.

Figure 2.3: Unfolded RNN structure for training with back-propagation through time

RNNs are essentially dynamic probabilistic models and Mikolov et al. (2010) provides a
description of RNNs as language models, in a structure similar to the feed-forward neural
network language model, except we no longer need to have contexts in the input. The
discrete sequence in language suits the discrete time steps that recurrent neural networks
model, and Mikolov (2012) has shown that they perform better than existing Kneser-Ney
language models.
9

Wiederaufnahme

<s>

der

Sitzungsperiode

Wiederaufnahme

der

</s>

Sitzungsperiode

Figure 2.4: A RNN Language Model

LSTM language models
While the recursiveness of RNNs suggest that the network could store information for an
arbitrary period, Bengio et al. (1994) proves that the basic RNN structure fundamentally
su↵ers from the “vanishing gradient”, and its counterpart “exploding gradient”, problem.
The problem comes down to the issue that for a standard RNN, the weight matrix and
the non-linear activation function can be viewed as a simple mapping function. This
means that if this mapping function, in the case of neural networks the weight matrix and
the activation function, which we shall call W, is such that |W| > 1, the history vector
would grow exponentially as unit time increases, destroying signals by amplifying noise
within the system. On the contrary, if a stable mapper is developed, where the norm
of mapping function is less than unity |W| < 1, the gradient decreases exponentially
with unit time, thereby eliminating past components of data along with noise. While,
arguably, the mapping may lie on the boundary such that |W| = 1, this condition is very
rarely satisfied given that the system behaves in discrete time while noise is prevalent. It
also suggests the further input must either be in the null-space of the mapping function,
meaning that no new information could be stored in the RNN, or move carefully along
the surface of |W| = 1.
Typically the “exploding gradient” problem is avoided by limiting the maximum of the
norm of gradient updates in back-propagation-through-time training, but the problem
of the “vanishing gradient” is non-trivial to solve. As a way to combat this, a mechanism called Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) was devised (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997)), where gating mechanisms in the LSTM cell can decide whether to store and
utilise past data. Graves et al. (2013) popularised LSTM structures by using them to
tackle phone-level speech recognition tasks.
Sundermeyer et al. (2012) describes the use of LSTM cells instead of standard RNN cells
in language models; as shown in figure 2.5, LSTM cells contain an input gate, output gate
and a forget gate, where each bi = tanh(ai ). Meanwhile, Zaremba et al. (2014) applies
10

dropout as a method of regularisation for LSTM cells during training. This is done by
randomly deactivating specific arcs in 2.4 according to some probability.

Figure 2.5: LSTM structure. Taken from Sundermeyer et al. (2012)

2.2

Statistical machine translation

Statistical machine translation is based on the concept of a source-channel model, where
we would like to find the target sentence e in a known language, given the foreign source
sentence f , such that:
ê = arg max P (e|f )

(2.12)

e

P (f |e)P (e)
P (f )

(2.13)

= arg max P (f |e)P (e)

(2.14)

= arg max
e
e

Here, P (f |e) is generally known as the translation model, while P (e) is the language
model.

Evaluation
One of the difficulties of machine translation tasks is the nebulous definition of a “good
translation”, which itself is the subject of discussion for many books and essays (such as
Hofstadter (1997); Tolkien (1940)). In general, the task of translation itself is often one
where there is no single right answer, as the same sentence could be translated di↵erently
due to its context, the linguistic ability and idiosyncrasies of the translator, or simply
situations where a double meaning in the sentence cannot be perfectly mapped to the
target language. This is generally problematic for SMT tasks as we often only have one
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reference sentence per source sentence for evaluation, meaning that even if a translated
sentence is semantically and syntactically correct, the system will still be penalised if it
is not translated in the same way as the reference. Nonetheless, we try to avoid these
ambiguity issues by choosing news commentary and reporting for our datasets, as it is a
domain where ambiguities are generally few between languages.
Cer et al. (2010) investigate a wide range of statistical evaluation metrics for SMT tasks.
These include the Translation Error Rate (where error types include insertions, deletions,
substitutions and adjacent swaps) and its variants; METEOR, a metric that combines
the unigram harmonic mean (F↵ ) and a fragmentation penaltyP , :
f ragments
)
unigrammatches
PR
F↵ =
↵P + (1 ↵)R

P

=1

,

s.t. METEOR↵,

(

= F↵ P

,

(2.15)
(2.16)
(2.17)

,

Where P is the fraction of unigram matches compared to the translated sentence length,
and R is the same fraction compared to the reference sentence length, and ↵, , are
parameters tuned to be close to human judgement.
Cer et al. (2010) also investigate BLEU (Papineni et al. (2002)), which is a measure of
N-gram similarity between the translation and the reference sentences. BLEU is defined
as the geometric mean of the number of n-gram matches between the translation and
reference for up to N :
BLEU(T, R) = (T, R) exp
=(

N
Y

✓

◆
N
1 X
log pn (T, R)
N n=1

1

pn ) N

(2.18)
(2.19)

n

s.t.

(T, R) =

8
<1

c>r

:exp(1
X
where. c =
|T i |

r
)
c

cr

(2.20)
(2.21)

i

& r=

X

min{Ri 2 S}

i
P
c̄i
& pn = Pi ni
i cn

(2.22)
(2.23)

where S is the set of references for the specific sentence; such that c̄in is the number of
correct n-grams of length n for translated sentence i, while cin is the number of n-grams
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for translated sentence i, for a maximum n-gram length N . The brevity penalty (T, R)
penalises against translations that are shorter than the shortest of the references, since if
it is too short then it is easy to cheat the system with a few correct n-grams. Typically N
is chosen as 4, and we use this as our evaluation metric for our translation systems. This
is because BLEU is widely used and is therefore easy to compare with other literature in
the field.

Both Snow et al. (2008) and Callison-Burch (2009) investigate using human evaluation
for natural language processing tasks made available by crowd-sourcing platforms such as
Amazon Mechanical Turk. However this often leads to issues such as unreliable evaluators
or evaluations of poor quality, which necessitates weighting or filtering poor performing
evaluators.

2.2.1

Syntax-based translation

Modern syntax-based machine translation systems are primarily build upon the Hiero
system described by Chiang (2007). Hiero systems models language as probabilistic synchronous context-free grammars (CFG), such that it is a collections of rules in the form:
! h , ↵, ⇠i

(2.24)

Where
is a non-terminal symbol, while , ↵ 2 (X [ V)+ are a string of terminals
and non-terminals in the source and target languages respectively, where V is the set of
terminals in the target language (the vocabulary), while ⇠ is the one-to-one alignment
of the non-terminals in and ↵. This means that there is a great amount of freedom
allowing for long distance reordering of phrases. As such, rules that do not produce any
non-terminals are called phrased-based rules, while rules that produce non-terminals are
called hierarchical rules.

There are also two glue rules:
S!h , i

(2.25)

S ! hS , S i

(2.26)

Where S is the start symbol. These rules allow for the derivation to start, as well as for
the concatenation of hierarchical and phrase-based rules.
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Figure 2.6: Example of SCFG derivations of a pair of sentences in Spanish and English

To generate parallel sentences from such a model, the SCFG rules are continuously applied
until there are no more non-terminals. This means for a given input sentence f and a
translation e, we can obtain a set of phrase-based rules which, when applied, would
simultaneously give us f and e, and we name the set of rules used to produce the sentences
the derivation D. An example of a derivation of a pair of parallel sentences in Spanish and
English are shown in figure 2.6. Since one of the assumptions of context-free grammars
is that rules are independent of each other, we can calculate the probability of derivation
by multiplying the individual probabilities of the rules used:
P (D) =

Y

( !h ,↵,⇠i)2D

P ( ! h , ↵, ⇠i)

(2.27)

For such a system, we have a set of parameters to tune, such as the rule probabilities,
source-to-target and target-to-source translation probabilities, word and rule insertion
penalties, and more. To do this, we optimise these parameters under a log-linear model
using minimum error rate training (MERT, Och (2003)) with respect to the BLEU score.
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In this case a log-linear model is where:
ê = arg max P (e|f )

(2.28)

e

P
exp( m m hm (f , e))
P
= arg max P
e
e0 exp(
m m hm (f , e))
X
= arg max exp(
m hm (f , e))
e

= arg max
e

X

(2.29)
(2.30)

m

m hm (f , e)

(2.31)

m

Such that m
1 is the set of feature/parameter weights to be optimised under MERT, and
hm (f , e) are feature functions, such as language model or translation model scores like
those in Devlin et al. (2014).
Nonetheless, instead of taking argmaxe , we generate word lattices from the Hiero system.
This gives us a large search space scored by the Hiero system, which we can then rescore
using other models such as language models, or other neural machine translation models
and more (Stahlberg et al. (2016)). Figure 2.7 shows an example of a word lattice for
German, where alternate paths can be taken, representing di↵erent translations of an
input sentence.

2.2.2

End-to-end translation

Sutskever et al. (2014) first proposed a neural network encoder-decoder structure, very
much in the shape of an auto-encoder, composed of a LSTM encoder that takes in the
input words individually, through a vector representation, and accumulates the history
to produce a vector representation of the source sentence. A decoder LSTM is then used
to decipher the vector representation of the input and output a word sequence in the
target language, with the output layer of the decoder LSTMs being one-hot encodings
of the target vocabulary. Figure 2.8 shows the structure of the encoder-decoder end-toend system. To decode using such a system, one can take the one-best output from the
decoder, or utilise search algorithms such as beam search to obtain the best path or lattice
for the target language.
Wiederaufnahme der

Resumption

of

session

</s>

Sitzungsperiode </s>

<s> Wiederaufnahme der

Encoder

Sitzungsperiode

Decoder

Figure 2.8: The encoder-decoder translation system from Sutskever et al. (2014)
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Figure 2.7: Example of a German word lattice
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This largely forms the basic structure for sequence-to-sequence neural network design,
and could be used for almost any other sequence-to-sequence task such as video description generation (Venugopalan et al. (2014)), text summarisation (Rush et al. (2015)),
grapheme-to-phoneme generation (Yao and Zweig (2015)) and more.
Bahdanau et al. (2015) builds on this work and proposes a more complex encoder-decoder
structure, where the encoder is in the form of a bidirectional LSTM-based neural network
that extracts vector representations for each of the source words in the input, while a
feed-forward neural network is used to assign weights from each of the source words for
each of the words in the target output, similar to the concept of an attention mechanism.
By combining the individual outputs from the bidirectional encoder units using these
weights, a vector is obtained and a LSTM decoder is then used to output the target word
in a sequence.
Figure 2.9 shows a diagram of the encoder-decoder system with the attention mechanism.
As such, the attention mechanism learns to align (by weighting) words in the source and
target language. The advantage of using such a structure is in the better performance
for sentences of longer lengths, as the vector representation in Sutskever et al. (2014) is
a history vector, whose quality would degrade as noise is introduced through the decoding process. By using the attention mechanism, along with bidirectional LSTMs in the
encoder, we can train for situations where the word order between the source and target
languages are drastically di↵erent.
Wiederaufnahme

Decoder

der

...

...

+

Attention FFNN

Encoder

Resumption

of

session

</s>

Figure 2.9: The encoder-decoder translation system from Bahdanau et al. (2015)

Similarly, such a system has just as many uses as the one described by Sutskever et al.
(2014), but further, Luong et al. (2015) describes a system that is similar to Bahdanau
et al. (2015), except it has multiple attention mechanisms and decoder LSTMs, with one
of each for a specifically trained task.
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Nevertheless, the neural network nature of end-to-end systems means the vocabularies of
such systems would be much more limited compared to syntactical translation systems
such as Hiero, which use SCFG rules instead of a neural network architecture to model
translations.
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Chapter 3
Related Work
We discuss here a collection of related work on neural network based methods for language
modelling as well as neural machine translation. First, we investigate existing literature on
sampling methods for neural network training, speeding up training time enough to make
large vocabulary tasks feasible; many of these methods are also summarised in Barber
and Botev (2016). Afterwards, we investigate the range of methods that have been used
for neural machine translation systems to increase their respective vocabulary capacities.

3.1

Sampling and approximation methods

One method to combat the rare and unknown word problems was suggested by Jean et al.
(2015), where an importance sampling method was used to decorrelate the computation
expense with the size of the vocabulary. This was done through a neural network structure
proposed by Bahdanau et al. (2015). The method was implemented by dividing the target
vocabulary into subsets Vi 2 V , such that during the training of the output sigmoid layer
in the decoder neural network, we only perform gradient updates in the decoder with respect to the correct word and the subset of the vocabulary Vi . Nonetheless, the sampling
method involves further partitioning the subset such that each partition Vi0 2 Vi contains
a number of words roughly inversely proportional to their frequency, where an approximating distribution Qi (yt ) = |V10 | yt 2 Vi0 approximates the likelihood P (yt |yt0 <t , x).
i
This nonetheless biases the updates against the true distribution. In English to French
translation, their method could reach a better level of performance compared to existing
limited vocabulary systems with BLEU scores from 30.0 to 32.7. However, for English to
German translation the performance with and without the rare-words through importance
sampling remained more-or-less similar with a BLEU score of around 17.
Similarly, Ji et al. (2015) proposes BlackOut, which is an approximation method applied to
RNN language models. In BlackOut, the log-likelihood objective function is approximated
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as shown in equation 3.2 and back-propagation is performed accordingly.
J = log(P✓ (wi |s))
⇡ log(P̃ (wi |s)) +

X

j2SK

(3.1)
(log(1

P̃ (wi |s)))

(3.2)

Such that SK is a small subset of the vocabulary V, where wi and s are the ith row of
the final weight matrix to the output layer and the output from the penultimate layer,
respectively. Further:
P̃ (wi |s) =

qi exp(hWi , si)
P
qi exp(hWi , si) + j2SK exp(hWj , si)

(3.3)

1
Where the importance weights qj := Q(w
according to the proposal distribution Q(w).
j)
Ji et al. (2015) proposes for this distribution to be Q↵ (w) / p↵uni (w), such that ↵ is a
tunable parameter that shape Q(w) to be the uniform distribution when ↵ = 0 and the
unigram probabilities when ↵ = 1. They showed comparative perplexity results to larger
neural networks with a much longer computation time.

The method of using Noise Contrastive Estimation (NCE) for language modelling was
described in Mnih and Teh (2012); Chen et al. (2015) as a more stable alternative to
importance sampling methods. NCE assumes that data samples, for a given history
context vector h, are generated from a mixture of the data distribution Pd (w) and a ktimes more frequent noise distribution Pn (w) (which is taken as the unigram distribution),
such that:
1
k
Pd (w|h) +
Pn (w|h)
k+1
k+1
Pd (w|h)
s.t. P (D = 1|w, h) =
Pd (w|h) + kPn (w|h)
P (w|h) =

(3.4)
(3.5)

Where P (D = 1|w, h) is the posterior probability that the data was drawn from the data
distribution. As such, an NCE objective function can be defined as:
J(✓) =

Nw
k
X
1 X
log P (D = 1|wi , hi ) +
log P (D = 1|w̃i,j , hi )
Nw i=1
j=1

(3.6)

Where ✓ represents parameters in the neural network, Nw = V and w̃i,j represents the j
noise sample drawn for wi . The advantage of NCE is that the normalisation constant Z
for Pd (w|h) = exp(hWZl ,hl 1 i) does not have to be calculated, and can be freely adjusted to
suit training speed or performance.
Devlin et al. (2014) points out that in a neural network translation system, we can train
the output layer of the neural network to automatically approximate softmax function.
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This would be done by augmenting the objective function for training to include a term
for the normalisation constant in the softmax function, using a Lagrange multiplier, such
that we enforce:
log(Z(x)) = 0
X
Z(x) =
exp(Ui (x))

(3.7)
(3.8)

i2|V|

Where Ui (x) are the logits of word i, (or hwl,i , hl 1 i in equation 1.1). This means that
the logits Ui (x) become approximations of the log-posterior. They use this method for
an end-to-end feed-forward neural network translation system, and this approximation
increases the lookup time by a factor of ⇠15 during decoding.

3.2

Word encoding

Luong et al. (2014) attempted to address the problem by marking the location of these
OOV words and its alignment to the source language. They then translate the words from
the source language using a more general purpose translation dictionary, or simply the
original source words if no translation is found. They build a translation system as per
Sutskever et al. (2014). The alignment of unknown words were obtained through explicitly
stating alignments in the training data, with the decoder outputting a pointer to the word
in the input. In order to train for the correct alignments, and account for the fact that the
source vocabulary may be larger than the target vocabulary, the most notable method for
doing so was to have each unknown word in the target language marked by an alignment
to the source language (though only within ±7 words). They are then translated from the
source word through a dictionary, with back-o↵ to an identity translation. This method
improves the BLEU score from 31.5 to 33.1 for English to French translations, similar to
that of Jean et al. (2015), with larger gains in BLEU scores for smaller vocabularies and
training data, from 29.5 to 32.7.
Similarly, Gulcehre et al. (2016) tries to resolve this problem by focusing on a feature
from Luong et al. (2014), training a specialised NMT system that decides when to point
to words in the source sentence, which may then be translated using a dictionary, or are
loanwords and proper nouns that do not need translation. With Bahdanau et al. (2015) as
a baseline, the pointer mechanism is added to the decoder, which then decides to translate
or point to a word from the source language. This approach brings a BLEU increase from
20.2 to 23.8 for English to French translations, which is similar to the other English to
French results obtained by others, except for a significantly lower baseline.
An interesting method was devised by Chitnis and DeNero (2015), where they employed
the equivalent of Hu↵man coding to the rare words, thereby decomposing and replacing
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them with a sequence of commonly shared symbols (or “words”), and used this configuration to train the neural translation system. The system used also follows Bahdanau et al.
(2015), where we once again focus on the decoder neural network. The Hu↵man code is
a uniquely decodable coding method that efficiently expresses a large vocabulary V by
representing words as codes using a smaller alphabet V 0 , such that |V 0 |  |V|. In normal
applications of the Hu↵man code, the length of the codewords are inversely proportional
to the log-probability/log-frequency of the word. However, in the case of Chitnis and
DeNero (2015), the frequency of the rare words are similar, so codewords are assigned at
random. By applying this technique to rare words in the target language, we can significantly reduce the number of rare words. This method necessarily elongates the length of
the target strings, but nonetheless improves on English to French from 25.8 to 27.5, the
same kind of improvement seen in Jean et al. (2015); Luong et al. (2014), though with a
lower baseline. Test set precision results show that, using the best method of encoding,
only 28.0% of the rare words in the target vocabulary were accurate, compared to 65.8%
for common words.
A question arises from Chitnis and DeNero (2015), which is whether the individual symbols in the compact vocabulary can, in themselves, hold some semantic or syntactical
utility in relation to the real words it represents. This leads to the question of whether
we can break down rare words to smaller units. For example, de Gispert et al. (2009)
utilised morphological decomposition systems to combine with word based translation
systems. This proved to be useful, providing an BLEU increase from 27.9 to 28.9, for
Finnish, a agglutinative and morphologically rich language where it is possible to form
infinitive length compound nouns. While the aim of de Gispert et al. (2009) was not to
compact the vocabulary, perhaps the rare word or unknown word problem could be tackled through the morphological decomposition of rare words in place of the more arbitrary
units designated by Chitnis and DeNero (2015).
In this vein, Sennrich et al. (2015) proposes the use of Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) to
automatically discover subword units. This is done by building up subword units starting
from alphabetic letters alone and merging the most common sequence pairs of these units
until the limit on the number of merge operations is reached. This is done through the
same structure proposed by Bahdanau et al. (2015). The vocabularies for both source and
target languages are encoded using byte pair tokens, with some of the tokens being words
themselves, the alignment of the subword tokens across the languages is done through
crude automatics. Two methods of encoding were investigated - obtain separate byte
pairs independently in the source and target language, or jointly obtain pairs from both
languages at the same time. While independently learning the byte pairs increases the
likelihood that the composed word will be in-vocabulary, the jointly learnt vocabulary
generally performs similar, if not better, as it has an overall smaller vocabulary. For
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example, with 60,000 tokens for the source and target languages separately (120,000 in
total) for English to German translation, the BPE system performs similar, if not worse,
than a jointly trained BPE vocabulary with 90,000 tokens shared between both languages,
with BLEU scores of 22.8 and 21.5 for the joint and separate vocabularies, respectively,
versus 20.6 for the baseline. Sennrich et al. (2015) had shown that for English to German
translation they could obtain a respectable rare word F1 accuracies of 41.8% for English
to German translations, compared to 58.5% for common words, though this was not
replicated for English to Russian translations (29.7% and 55.8% for rare and common
words, respectively). Presumably this is partially because there is not as much of a
benefit to using the joint vocabulary, as English and Russian have distinctively di↵erent
scripts and unicode assignments for its characters.
At the same time, Luong and Manning (2016) suggest viewing translation as an even
lower level problem. They work around the rare and unknown word problem by creating
a “hybrid” NMT system using a standard backbone and a word encoder and a separate
decoder. The backbone NMT system is built similar to Bahdanau et al. (2015), in a
deep LSTM encoder-decoder setup with an attention mechanism to learn an alignment
vector and the normal convention of assigning rare words to be out of vocabulary. The
word-level encoder (which is separate from the encoder in the backbone system) is a deep
LSTM recurrent neural network for feeding in OOV source words from a character level
to output a word-level state for the backbone system. Meanwhile, the target language
decoder is a further deep LSTM recurrent neural network that is trained to output the
target language characters from the word-level state provided by the backbone NMT
decoder. In English to Czech translation, they were able to increase the BLEU score over
a standard NMT system from 12.6 to 17.5, though this is only marginally better than the
gains obtained using techniques described in Luong et al. (2014). Further, for the rare
words, they could show that not only does the word embeddings from the hybrid system
outperform embeddings from word-based translation systems, in terms of the Spearman’s
correlation between similar words, the embeddings also outperform embeddings trained
through RNNs and morphological analysers Luong et al. (2013).
Nonetheless, this leads to the logical conclusion of character level machine translation.
Chung et al. (2016) approaches the problem from a neural network design perspective;
they devise a “bi-scale recurrent neural network” that uses two Gated Recurrent Units
that capture dependencies at a fast and a slow timescale. This would allow the recurrent
unit to take into account the local (intra-word level) as well as the more global (inter-word
level) contexts at the same time. Nonetheless, they do this through encoding the source
language using Byte Pair Encoding, as per Sennrich et al. (2015), and use the bi-scale
neural network in place of the decoder from Bahdanau et al. (2015). Beam-search of width
15 is then used for the character level decoding. Overall, this improves upon a baseline
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built using the BPE method from Sennrich et al. (2015) by ⇠ 2 BLEU scores, and they
show that the concept of the bi-scale unit is robust as the improvement in BLEU scores
remain steady regardless of the overall sentence length, while the typical decoder unit
falters at higher sentence lengths.

Meanwhile Costa-Jussà and Fonollosa (2016) devise convolutional filters to extract affix
units in order to ensure some morphological features are captured from the source language. They also use the model from Bahdanau et al. (2015) as a baseline and base
their character-level neural network architecture on Kim et al. (2015). The setup is such
that the affixes of a word are filtered through a convolutional filter, while other parts of
the word are fed into a highway network, which are neural networks with hidden layers
that partially pass on their inputs without transformation through the activation function. While this does not directly improve the rare word problem or the unknown word
problem for the target language, this character based method nonetheless improves English to German translations by 3 BLEU points from 16.5 to 19.5, a slightly larger gain
than Sennrich et al. (2015), but with lower baselines. However it remains to be seen, as
di↵erent language pairings were investigated, whether this is an improvement compared
to de Gispert et al. (2009), which has more sophisticated morphological modelling but is
also di↵erent as a phrase-based system.

Finally, table 3.1 is a summary of the improvements in BLEU points made by these
encodings discussed with respect to their language pairings. Generally, these methods
show similar increases in the BLEU score compared to a truncated vocabulary (Unk),
when the discrepancies between the baselines are taken into account, since it is easier to
improve on poor performing systems.
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English to French

Unk Baseline

Improved Score

Delta

Jean et al. (2015)

30.0

32.7

+2.7

Luong et al. (2014)

31.5

33.1

+1.6

Chitnis and DeNero (2015)

25.8

27.5

+1.6

Gulcehre et al. (2016)

20.2

23.8

+3.6

English to German

Unk Baseline

Improved Score

Delta

Jean et al. (2015)

16.5

17.0

+0.5

Sennrich et al. (2015)

20.6

22.8

+2.2

Chung et al. (2016)

21.7*

23.5

+1.8

Costa-Jussà and Fonollosa (2016)

16.5

19.5

+1.6

English to Czech

Unk Baseline

Improved Score

Delta

Chung et al. (2016)

14.6*

17.0

+1.4

Luong and Manning (2016)

12.6

17.5

+4.9

English to Russian

Unk Baseline

Improved Score

Delta

Sennrich et al. (2015)

18.8

20.4

+1.6

Chung et al. (2016)

19.7*

21.1

+1.4

English to Finnish

Unk Baseline

Improved Score

Delta

Chung et al. (2016)

9.0*

10.9

+1.9

Table 3.1: BLEU scores for SMT papers discussed and their respective improvements,
with Unk baselines being systems with truncated vocabularies unless specified otherwise.
*Baseline from Sennrich et al. (2015).
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Chapter 4
Subword encodings
In this chapter we describe a number of approaches we have taken to decompose words
or compress the vocabulary V. The aim is to investigate methods for finding an encoding
M : V ! V 0 , where the size of the encoding vocabulary |V 0 | is small enough to be feasibly
trained with a neural network, at the expense of more tokens in sentences.

4.1

Truncated vocabulary

In standard neural network based language modelling, we sort the vocabulary of the
training data by their frequencies, and preserve only the 30,000 most frequent words.
This means all other words in the vocabulary would be assigned to the unknown symbol
<UNK>. While limiting, this nonetheless allows us to rescore all words in the word lattices,
as we have LM probabilities for unknown word tokens.

4.2

Hu↵man encoding

Hu↵man coding (Hu↵man et al. (1952)) is originally a close-to-entropy, uniquely decodable compression coding scheme for compressing fixed length codes in vocabulary V into
variable length codes in vocabulary V 0 . It works on the basis of allocating shorter codes to
the most probable binary sequences or characters, while longer codes are allocated to the
least probable characters. This also makes the assumption that each unit in the sequence
is independent of each other. This is done by recursively joining the lowest frequency alphabets together and summing their frequencies until no more nodes can be joined, then
traceback down the graph structure, giving each branch an alphabet in the vocabulary,
generating the Hu↵man code.
For example, for a 2-bit binary alphabet {00, 01, 10, 11} 2 V to be mapped onto vocabu27

lary {0, 1} 2 V 0 , such that:
P (00) = 1/8

(4.1)

P (01) = 1/8

(4.2)

P (10) = 1/4

(4.3)

P (11) = 1/2

(4.4)

We obtain the mapping shown in figure 4.1 using the Hu↵man encoding algorithm.

Figure 4.1: Example of the Hu↵man coding scheme

Nonetheless, this method can be trivially extended for larger, non-binary original vocabularies as well as non-binary Hu↵man codes. Figure 4.2 shows an example of Hu↵man
encoding applied to vocabularies, as described by Chitnis and DeNero (2015). As such,
words can be broken down into subword units in the form of s_0, etc.
dog: 1

s0
s1

hit: 1

dog: s 1 s 0
3

s1

hit: s 1 s 1
5

s2
cat: 1

cat: s 1 s 2
s0

the: 2

the: s 0

Figure 4.2: Example of the Hu↵man coding scheme

In our experiment, we follow the “Repeat Symbol” approach described in Chitnis and
DeNero (2015), where we preserve the most frequent K = 30, 000 words, and use a subword vocabulary of |V 0 | = 500 to represent the rare words in the original vocabulary. As
such, we do not have probabilities assigned to unknown words since we have representations for all words in our training corpus.
Nonetheless, one can see that the disadvantage of such a coding scheme is the deletion
of information presiding in the character sequences of individual words. It is possible
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that for a language such as German, where many rare words could be compound nouns,
we essentially eliminate the information its constituent words may contain and treat the
word as an individual word, which in turn is transformed into a sequence of subword
units. This would perhaps unnecessarily complicate the language modelling problem for
our neural network.
Further, Hu↵man coding assumes that the training set contains the set of all possible
words in the target language, which is not the case. Since it has no representation of
unknown words, this poses a problem for decoding and scoring new words not seen in
training.

4.3

Byte-pair encoding

In contrast, byte-pair encoding (BPE) described in Gage (1994) is a compression method
that attempts to replace the most frequent sequences of symbols with new but shorter
symbols. This technique is applied in Sennrich et al. (2015) for end-to-end translation
systems to construct subword units by looking at the most frequent character pairs in the
data. In this way we discover subword units by building up pairs from the character level,
where we also define the end of a word as a separate character.
The scheme finds the most frequent consecutive pairs of symbols and replaces them with
a single symbol, updating the list of pairs to include the new pairs made possible through
merging, and repeats the process until a pre-defined limit is reach or if no new pairs have
frequencies greater than 1. This could prove to be more useful than Hu↵man encoding as
it explicitly takes advantage of character sequences within words.
One method to approach this is by finding the most frequent pair and updating words
in the vocabulary containing the pair, then calculating the new pairs generated from the
merged pair. This has the benefit of obtaining a complete mapping of the vocabulary
to its subword units at the end of the process. Pseudo-code for BPE is shown in the
Appendix A.2.
In this way, this becomes a computationally intensive task since every merging operation
must be applied iteratively to every word in the vocabulary, and since the number of rules
correlate with the “size” of the new vocabulary, the computation complexity scales with
O(|V|N ), where N is the number of merging operations performed.
As an example, if only the words low, lower, lowest and slower were in the corpus, occuring once, then the merge operations are the sequence below in order of the most frequent
pairs, also showing the state of the vocabulary:
(l o w </w>) (l o w e r </w>) (s l o w e r </w>) (l o --> lo)
(lo w </w>) (lo w e r </w>) (s lo w e r </w>)
(lo w --> low)
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(low </w>) (low e r </w>) (s low e r </w>)
(e r --> er)
(low </w>) (low er </w>) (s low er </w>)
(er </w> --> er</w>)
(low </w>) (low er</w>) (s low er</w>)
(low er</w> --> lower</w>)
(low </w>) (lower</w>) (s lower</w>)
By keeping track of the changes to the words in the vocabulary, we can also obtain the
mappings for each of the words to their respective subword units:
low --> [low, </w>]
lower --> [lower</w>]
slower --> [s, lower</w>]
The number of merge rules does not necessarily correspond to the vocabulary; in the example shown, we can see that in our corpus of three words, we obtain 4 distinct subword
units in our new vocabulary from 5 merge operations. Nevertheless, it is a limit on the
size of the new vocabulary, such that |V 0 |  N + |C|, where C is the set of basic characters
from which byte pairs are found (i.e. the alphabet plus punctuation).
For any new word in the input source language, for example locker, we can break down
each of the words and apply each of the rules in succession to encode its characters into
pairs, until no rules can be applied further:
l o c k e r </w> (l o --> lo)
lo c k e r </w>
(e r --> er)
lo c k er </w>
(er </w> --> er</w>)
lo c k er</w>
For our experiments, we decompose the entire vocabulary V using BPE, using 30,000
merge operations. As with Hu↵man encoding, this means we would not have unknown
word tokens to train for from the training corpus, as every latin character sequence (such
as words) in the vocabulary would be able to be represented by a subword sequence.
Nonetheless, the above example also points out some potential flaws of BPE, namely that
even though the alphabets make up the basic subword units, which guarantees that every
valid word can be broken down, in practice most combinations of them will be merged
and there will be very few singletons in the training data. For a given new word such
as locker, it is possible that it will contain characters or sequences of characters that the
training data does not have examples of, such as er</w>.
In decoding, we obtain outputs in the form of these subword units, and we recognise
the end of a word by the end of word </w> symbol. Nevertheless, this allows us to
have a theoretically unlimited vocabulary, as the output could generate any sequence of
characters before ending with the end of word symbol. However, in practice we imagine
that most of the words would be constrained to versions previously seen words.
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4.4

Character-level language modelling

Character level decomposition is a special case of BPE is when no merge operations are
used. The only subword units we have would be the characters in the Latin alphabet,
the word end symbol </w> and punctuations contained in the training corpus. Similar
methods have been described in Kim et al. (2015). However, we di↵er from them by
forgoing the convolutional layer and the highway network set up in order to maintain a
fair comparison of the various encoding schemes, as opposed to neural network design.
Another di↵erence is that we also predict on a character level in order to compress the
size of the output layer.

4.5

Experiments

We perform decompositions and encodings for each of the methods described in this section over a dataset consisting of the Europarl 7, Common Crawl and News Commentary
2007 data provided for the WMT15 competition. The resulting decompositions are compared to the news-test15 test data. The data is normalised to lowercase ASCII characters,
with ASCII punctuations except hyphens separated and preserved, while Arabic numerals
are normalised to a number token (represented by 0 ).
We limit the vocabulary size of the truncated vocabulary model (Unk) to 30,000; for
Hu↵man coding, we keep the most common 30,000 words as is, and encode the rest of the
vocabulary using a set of 500 pseudo-words; for byte-pair encoding, we perform 30,000
merge operations, resulting in 30,021 subword units. Additionally, we train a BPE-10k
model which is the BPE decomposition with only 10,000 merge operations.
Figure 4.3 shows the variation in the character-lengths of the subword units generated
using the BPE algorithm, with a large proportion of the subword units between 3 and 12
character lengths.

Figure 4.3: The distribution of BPE subwords with respect to their length for the 30,000
merge operations and 10,000 operations.
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Table 4.1 shows the increases in the number of word tokens for each of the encoding
methods. This shows that for encodings such as BPE or Hu↵man coding, we gain much
better coverage over the test set vocabulary without significantly increasing the number
of tokens.
Encoding

Vocab size

Training set tokens (million)

Test vocab coverage

New word

Training

1,440,888

115

90.7%

-

Unk

30,001

115

61.7%

Unk

Char

54

726

100%

Decompose

BPE-10k

10,029

146

100%

Decompose

BPE

30,021

130

100%

Decompose

Hu↵man

30,500

127

90.7%

None

Table 4.1: Speed di↵erences in lattice rescoring methods.

Of these methods, only the truncated vocabulary setup is able to represent unknown
words, though this is at the sacrifice of much lower test set vocabulary coverage compared
to other methods. Meanwhile, both character decompositions and byte-pair encodings
can significantly increase the test set word coverage, BPE uses far fewer subword units to
represent the same words.

Figure 4.4: The distribution of the subword units by length, with respect to their length

Figure 4.4 shows the number of subword units used to represent words in the original
vocabulary V. We can see that for BPE, most words are split into 2 to 5 subword units,
while for Hu↵man encoding it is 3. For character encoding, most words are split into its
constituent characters and the distribution of the number of units or tokens to represent
words is spread more evenly from 4 to 25. However if we weight this by the frequencies of
the words in the training corpus (fig. 4.5), we can see that for BPE and Hu↵man coding
(where the most common words are not decomposed), the majority of the words in the
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corpus are not decomposed at all, while for character encoding most of the words are
thinly distributed across a range of lengths, many between 3 and 11.

Figure 4.5: The distribution of the subword units by length, with respect to their length,
in the training corpus

From these results, we can see that byte-pair encoding is the more efficient method of
decomposition. It has the ability to decompose previously unknown words, which is
something that Hu↵man coding lacks, and at the same time it is far more efficient at
using a minimum number of subword units, compared to character decomposition. We
can also see that there is a trade-o↵ between reducing the number of merge operations,
which decrease the size of the subword vocabulary, and the representation efficiency, i.e.
the number of subwords each word decomposes to.
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Chapter 5
SMT with word encodings
In this section we describe the set up of the neural network language model used as well
as the tools used to create our experiments. We investigate the methods discussed in
Section 4 and compare their respective performance to that of the standard truncated
vocabulary neural network language model.
We do not compare language perplexities between di↵erent encoding schemes, as the
perplexity score for di↵erent vocabulary set ups are not mathematically equivalent, and
therefore they cannot be fairly compared without non-trivial adjustments. While existing
literature quotes both single and ensemble system performances for neural network models, all results reported here would be from single systems due to limitations in resources.

5.1

Implementation

In this project we investigate the application of various decomposition and word encoding
techniques described in the previous chapter on language modelling. These language
models are then applied to syntactical translation systems described in chapter 2.2.1.
We use the phrase-based hiero system described in Stahlberg et al. (2016) and its FSTbased lattices as our translation system, with the 1-best paths through the lattices as the
baseline. The lattice scores already contain a combination of grammar scores and scores
from a Kneser-Ney language model.
We use news-test14 as our development dataset, while testing and report results on the
news-test15 dataset. Both of these datasets are news commentary texts and belong to the
same domain. For training, we use Europarl 7, Common Crawl and News Commentary
2007 as our training set for English to German translation. For the lattices, the data
was normalised to TrueCase and also contains umlauts as well as punctuation characters,
while keeping Arabic numerals.
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Meanwhile, for the language modelling, in the German target language we train the
neural network on normalised lowercase ASCII characters, with all punctuation excluding
hyphens, while Arabic numerals are normalised to a number token (represented by 0 ).
While this harsher normalisation means our decompositions could be irreversible, we can
nonetheless maintain the casing in the original lattice and simply score lattices or N-best
lists non-destructively.
The language model is trained with over 110 million German words, totaling approximately 800MB. Compared to the test data, the selection of the three training datasets
means we are ensured to contain some data that are in domain. We train the language
model on a random 95% of the entire training dataset of Europarl 7, Common Crawl and
News Commentary 2007, while we hold out the other 5% of the data as the validation
set. Table 5.1 summarises the datasets used.
Words

Sentences

Training set

115M

4.7M

Dev set

59.3K

2.7K

Test set

44.8K

2.2K

Table 5.1: Corpus sizes of datasets used
In cases where there are unknown words in the source text in the test set, the Hiero
system copies the unknown words from the source sentence into the target sentence, akin
to Luong et al. (2014). This means for certain encodings such as Hu↵man coding, there
would be certain unknown words in the target language word lattice for which there are
no decompositions. In these cases, we assume that the word was copied from the source
sentence, and would therefore be present in all hypotheses, and assign a log-perplexity of
0 for models such as Hu↵man coding that do not handle unknown words.
To implement neural network language models, we use the TensorFlow API library to
enable GPU-accelerated computing (Abadi et al. (2016)). The use of TensorFlow has
the benefit of creating programs that are easily scalable to a wide range of computation
capabilities. Further, TensorFlow provides existing LSTM as well as other RNN objects
and optimisers, with optimised matrix and other mathematical operations using CUDA.
This means little work needs to be done to create complicated structures like LSTMs from
first principles, and at the same time ensures fast neural network training and decoding
through GPU optimisations via CUDA.
We base our neural network model on Zaremba et al. (2014); LSTMs are trained with
dropout to ensure regularisation in the neural network. We deactivate a random proportion of the hidden layer nodes throughout each RNN training sequence with probability
0.5.
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The parameters of the LSTM LMs are configured close to what is described in Jozefowicz
et al. (2016); we set the learning rate at 0.2 in order to prevent the training procedure
from converging too early to a local optimum, as there is a relatively large amount of
data used; we set a forget gate bias of 1.0; we also unfold the LSTM for 20 steps during
error back-propagation training to ensure that longer sentence contexts are learnt and
re-normalise the L2 norms of the gradients at 1.0 in order to prevent exploding gradients.
We train the language model stochastically using AdaGrad (Duchi et al. (2011)).
We use 3 LSTM hidden layers of 1024 units each and train them in batches of 256. While
Jozefowicz et al. (2016) shows that two LSTM layers are enough to saturate the performance of neural network LMs, 3 layers were used as we are using relatively complex
encodings, with the language model learning on the subword level, and therefore an additional layer is used to encourage and ensure that the neural network could exploit the
additional layer of information.
For all of our experiments, we limit our vocabulary to be approximately 30,000 as described in Section 4.5. This is in comparison to 1.48 million words in the vocabulary of
the phrase based system. Typically, the neural network language models take 2 hours
to train per epoch on a single NVidia GTX Titan X (2015) GPU, achieving a speed of
approximately 8,900 words per second.

5.2

N-best rescoring

One way to use a language model is to rescore N-best hypotheses produced from the word
lattice. There are two methods for doing this:
• We use FST tools to output the N-best hypotheses list, where each of the words
are then mapped to the encoded vocabulary using a dictionary mapping. These
hypotheses are then rescored using the LSTM language models.
• Create a vocabulary transducer M : V ! V 0 that maps the vocabulary V from the
word lattice to the encoding vocabulary V 0 . We can then extract the N-best list
from such a lattice.
It is checked that the N-best hypotheses produced by both of these methods are the
same. These mapped hypotheses are then rescored by the neural language models for
their log-perplexity values for the test set.
We implement a batch rescoring procedure, such that we group sentences for the N-best
list for each sentence into batches of size K. In many cases the lengths of the sentences
in a batch are di↵erent, in which case sentences are filled with symbols so that they are
the length of the longest sentence within the batch. We then record the perplexity costs
of the sentences when the sentence end symbol is observed. In cases where the list size
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Figure 5.1: The e↵ect of batch size in language model N-best list rescoring using TensorFlow.
N does not divide by K, we add K N mod(K) sentences to the last batch, such that
the shape of the matrices used are not changed. Nonetheless, this could be modified to
be faster by joining di↵erent sentences together and thereby removing the need to fill the
input matrix with mock sentences.
Figure 5.1 shows the speed-up by using such a procedure during decoding. Here we
can see a clear logarithmic speed-up to up to 50⇥ when using larger batch sizes using
a Nvidia Titan X (2015) GPU. This shows the ability in TensorFlow to calculate large
matrix operations faster than performing the same task sequentially, and shows how
GPU-accelerated, parallel operation is more preferable than sequential operations in a
neural network setting. We can also see that the decoding speed remains more or less
constant after a batch size of 512, which may be the point where the programming becomes
bottleneck, given that the GPU is not at 100% utilisation.
To obtain a final score, we interpolate the existing lattice scores and the language model
log-perplexity scores:
SOverall = hiero ⇥ Shiero +
X
s.t.
i = 1

NLM

⇥ SNLM

(5.1)
(5.2)

i

Here we use a grid search with coarsity 0.01 to find the optimal for the news-test14
development set and this value is then used for the test set to obtain the final BLEU
score.

SMT Results
Table 5.2 shows the BLEU scores for N-best rescoring in using neural language models
with various encoding vocabularies. The 1-best result corresponds to the baseline lattice38

only performance from the hiero system. We can see here that in more constrained search
spaces with 100-best list, the Hu↵man encoding performs marginally better than that
with simple unknown word tokens. Nonetheless, this small advantage diminishes when a
larger 1000-best search space is used.
N-best

Vocabulary Encoding

LM Interpolation Ratio

BLEU

Brevity Penalty

1

-

-

20.63

100

Unk
Char
BPE
Hu↵man

0.24
0.24
0.27
0.22

21.95
21.71
22.14
21.84

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1000

Unk
Char
BPE
Hu↵man

0.24
0.20
0.21
0.22

22.00
21.79
22.11
21.89

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

Table 5.2: N-best rescoring using various RNN LMs on the news-test15.
Nonetheless, BPE decoding performs marginally better than the rest of the methods.
Compared to the character based decomposition and Hu↵man coding, it is marginally
better, however this improvement is smaller when compared to the standard truncated
vocabulary language model (Unk). This may be because, given that the BLEU score is
evaluated on the word level, the Unk model is better at modelling the 30,000 words within
its vocabulary, even if all other words are modeled as unknown words. In contrast, both
Hu↵man coding and the character level models require a further level of understanding
for the language model, and therefore perform slightly worse.
Meanwhile, figure 5.2 shows the evolution of the BLEU score for N-best rescoring as the
number of merge operations vary, where the character-level language modelling represents
BPE with no merge operations. We can see that BPE with only 10,000 merge operations
produce results marginally worse than that of BPE with a larger number of merge operations, and that the di↵erence between the two in a larger search space (1000-best) is
much smaller than a smaller space such as 100-best.
The use of BPE shows a small increase in performance over the Unk model for 0.1 0.2
BLEU points. This could mean two things - that the larger vocabulary encapsulated
by encoding in BPE has led to a marginal improvement, or that the use of the subword
units meant the language model was representing the German language in a more useful
format.
In order to test these hypotheses, we ran a further experiment, in which we limited our
vocabulary to the 30,000 most frequent words, and decompose the rest using the BPE
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Figure 5.2: The e↵ect of the number of merge operations on the N-best BLEU rescore.
rules obtained before. With this new model, which we shall call BPE Unk, we reproduced
similar experiments as before and the results are shown in table 5.3.
N

Vocabulary Encoding

LM Interpolation Ratio

BLEU

Brevity Penalty

100

Unk
BPE Unk
BPE

0.24
0.24
0.27

21.95
21.94
22.14

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

1000

Unk
BPE Unk
BPE

0.24
0.20
0.21

22.00
22.00
22.11

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

Table 5.3: N-best rescore comparing BPE, the truncated vocabulary model Unk and an
intermediate model BPE Unk while varying the interpolation ratios

The interpretation of the results depends on the use of the interpolation ratios. For the
optimal interpolation ratio found through optimising over the development set, we find
that BPE Unk performs similar to that of the truncated vocabulary LM (Unk). This
means the BLEU improvements come from the larger vocabulary o↵ered in the BPE
encoding.

5.3

Lattice rescoring

In order to implement lattice rescoring, we use the lattice decoder system described in
Stahlberg et al. (2016), where we employ a lattice-based beam search technique that
is an extension upon the standard beam search algorithm. Lattice manipulations are
done through OpenFST through PyFst (Allauzen et al. (2007)). It is compiled in C and
provides an API that allows for very fast WFST operations.
We propose two methods for doing so. Firstly (Online encoding), to implement our neural
network language models, at each node, the language model takes the list of outgoing arcs
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and map each of the labels into the encoding vocabulary. This allows us to rescore each of
the arcs using the TensorFlow-based language model. The scored negative perplexities are
then returned back to the decoder to be combined with the FST weights on the lattices
themselves. Similar to N-best rescoring, we combine the language model scores with the
lattice scores using an interpolation ratio .
Able to obtain the combined scores for each of the arcs, going from left to right, we can
then utilise beam search to explore paths with the highest combined probabilities. The
width of the beam search is set at 12.
A second method (FST Transform) is to compose the word lattice using a vocabulary
mapping transducer M : V
V 0 , such that we obtain a subword lattice H = ML̇, where
L is the original word lattice. We can then rescore the subword lattices and, using the
respective coding schemes, recompose the original words from the subwords.
The benefit of this approach is in the reduction of the rescoring speed, since the decoder
no longer needs to transform each of the outgoing arcs and rescore them sequentially, and
can simply calculate the output layer from the language at the given node and match
indices of the output layer to the corresponding ID in the arcs. Table 5.4 shows the
significant speed di↵erence between the two methods.

Method

Rescore time for news-test15 (Seconds)

Speed-up

Online encoding

7,884

1.0X

FST transform

3,775

2.1X

Table 5.4: Speed di↵erences in lattice rescoring methods.

Given the destructive text normalisation that was performed, we do not report lattice
rescoring results from this second method in our results. Nevertheless, given the uniquely
decodable nature of the encodings used, if a non-destructive text normalisation was used,
one could simply rescore using FST Transform to find the best sentence and map back
to the original vocabulary V.

SMT Results
We find that the interpolation ratio optimised for the development news-test14 produces
worse than baseline results for the test set, so we find the best interpolation ratios empirically and report here the BLEU scores obtained for these values.
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Search space

Vocabulary Encoding

LM Interpolation Ratio

BLEU

Brevity Penalty

1

-

-

20.63

1000 best

Unk
Char
BPE
Hu↵man

0.24
0.20
0.21
0.22

22.00
21.79
22.11
21.89

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

Lattice

Unk
Char
BPE
Hu↵man

0.2
0.01
0.085
0.1

21.37
20.71
21.17
21.17

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

Table 5.5: Rescoring using various RNN LMs on the news-test15.

The lattice rescoring does not perform nearly as well as N-best list rescoring, contrary to
those suggested in Stahlberg et al. (2016). This could be the result of a problem with the
decoding algorithm, or perhaps an implementation issue with respect to the TensorFlow
language model. We can see here that both of the encoding methods that performed well
for N-best rescoring - BPE and Hu↵man coding - are now underperforming compared to
the truncated vocabulary language model.
Nonetheless, we report results for news-test14 using news-test15 as a development set.
Here we can see that both BPE and Hu↵man coding perform better than that of the
truncated vocabulary, though none of them showed the kind of increase from the baseline
1-best output from the lattice that we have seen from N-best rescoring for the news-test15
dataset.
Search space

Vocabulary Encoding

LM Interpolation Ratio

BLEU

1

-

-

21.17

Lattice

Unk
Char
BPE
Hu↵man

0.2
0.01
0.085
0.1

21.35
21.32
21.68
21.70

Table 5.6: Rescoring using various RNN LMs on the news-test14.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In summary, we have achieved the two aims set out for this project. First of all, we
investigated several decomposition methods, namely byte-pair encoding, Hu↵man coding
and character decomposition, and have found byte-pair encoding to be the more e↵ective
method of decomposition. This is true in two ways: in Section 4, we concluded that
BPE is better than character-level decomposition as it produces fewer subword units,
especially for the most frequent words, and it is better than Hu↵man coding as it is able
to decompose new words in the language; secondly, in Section 5, we have shown that by
using byte-pair encoding we can improve the BLEU score performance for SMT systems
over that of a truncated vocabulary, having also looked at whether this is due to the
efficient decomposition or the enlarged vocabulary.
Secondly, we were able to implement TensorFlow based language models to the system
described in Stahlberg et al. (2016). We also investigated methods to efficiently rescore
N-best lists, as well as methods for rescoring word lattices with subword language models,
either via online decomposition or through FST operations.

6.1

Future work

For further investigations, there are several ways to extend the work presented here:
• For N-best rescoring, we have only looked at using perplexity scores from left-toright language models as feature scores. Instead, we could combine this score with
that from right-to-left language models trained using the same encodings.
• In Hu↵man coding, the only information used for each encoded word is its frequency
in the corpus. Instead of encoding words based on their frequency in the training
corpus, perhaps one could encode words based on their distributional representation.
Such a system would work as follows:
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– Train a vector/distributional representation of the vocabulary V, such as those
described in Turney et al. (2010) or otherwise, such that for each word i, we
have a vector Ci 2 Rk , C 2 Rk,|V| .
– For a given subword vocabulary V 0 , where N = |V 0 |, we cluster the embeddings
using, for example, K-means to obtain N clusters, assigning a label Si , i 2 [1, N ]
to each
– Repeat the process for each cluster until the labels indicate a single word
– Traceback to obtain the overall encoding for each word
– Alternatively, instead of taking the top down approach, one could cluster together words of the closest distances until there are N words in the cluster,
then repeat the process for each cluster, finally tracing back to obtain the
encoding. This method would be uniquely decodable as it is an analogy of
Hu↵man coding.
• In Byte-pair encoding, we have looked at joining the most frequent character pairs
in a maximum likelihood approach. However, we can take a Bayesian approach
to the problem, by recognising that perhaps shorter character sequences should be
preferred over long ones. This means assigning a prior distribution over the length
of the byte-pairs, i.e. a Poisson distribution with a mean of = 3 or a geometric
distribution. Such a method would encourage shorter byte-pairs and it would be
interesting to see the e↵ect this would have.
• If we ignore uniquely decodable encodings and simply view the language model over
|V 0 | as a rescoring tool to produce feature scores, we can use more non-recoverable
methods of encoding. An example of this would be to decompose words into their
respective phonemes and training a language model to score the phonemes. We could
obtain these phone decompositions by training grapheme to phonemes systems such
as those in Bisani and Ney (2008) or Yao and Zweig (2015).
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Appendix A

Appendices

A.1

Error back-propagation

We describe here the error back-propagation commonly used for training feed-forward
neural networks. Here we use the cross-entropy between the output distribution and the
target distribution as our error function.
E=

N
XX

(tn,i log(yi (xn )) + (1

tn,i ) log(1

yi (xn )))

(A.1)

i2V n=1

Since we can relatively easily calculate the error gradient in the output layer @E
, we can
@y
then calculate the error gradient for the weights going from the penultimate layer to the
output layer through the chain rule:
@E
@W(K

where

1)

(K 1)

@E @y
@z(K 1)
@y @z(K 1) @W(K 1)
= (K 1) x(K 1)
@E
= (k)
@z
=

(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)

Similarly, since we know the activation functions for the rest of the hidden layers, we can
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then apply the chain rule again to calculate their respective error gradients.
@E
=
@W(k)
(k)

=
=
=
=
=

Where
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@z(k)

(k) (k)

x
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(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
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can be calculated, as it is simply the derivative of the activation function.

As such, with these back-propagating error corrections, the neural network is trained
to slowly approximate a function which would produce the target outputs for the given
input.

A.2

Byte-pair encoding

We can implement Byte Pair Encoding using the following pseudo-code:
# Count the frequency of words in the corpus
counts = dict ()
for line in text :
words = tokenize ( line )
for word in words :
counts [ word ] += 1
# Find a mapping of the vocabulary to its constituent pairs
vocab = dict ()
for word in counts . keys :
vocab [ word ] = list ( word ) + " </w > "
# Find the initial counts of all pairs of joined
pairs = dict ()
for word in vocab . keys :
chars = vocab [ word ]
for i = 1 , ... , len ( chars ) -1:
pair = merge ( chars [ i ] , chars [ i +1])
pairs [ pair ] += counts [ word ]
while iterations < Threshold :
# Find the most frequent pairs
max_pair = argmax ( pairs )
output ( max_pair )
# Update the vocabulary by merging the pairs in the vocabulary ,
keeping track of which pairs have been changed
changed = []
for word in vocab . keys :
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chars = vocab [ word ]
if max_pair in chars :
vocab [ word ] = chars . sub ( max_pair , join ( max_pair )
)
changed += word
pairs [ max_pair ] = 0
# Update the list of pairs to include new pairs made possible by
the merged pairs
for word in changed :
pairs = update_pairs ( pairs , word , max_pair )
if max ( pairs ) < 2:
break
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